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产品详情

ssl aws 924 delta 

qq:1480362713 tel:18600607968 项目经理：博乐

the solid state logic ssl aws recording console reinvented the professional production console by combining classic ssl
superanalogue? console technology with comprehensive daw control hardware in a single work surface. the aws is now
used by leading international recording artists, producers and engineers and has shaped expectations for session
workflow within today&＃39;s and indeed tomorrows&＃39; production environments. the spring 2015 release of
aws delta is another step in the constant evolutionary development that has characterized its enormously successful
life. the new console marks the introduction of delta-control (d-ctrl), a completely new analog console automation
platform for ssl studio technology that unites the very best of automation in the analog console domain with daw
based workflow. all new aws consoles will be delta models and console upgrades are available for all preceding models
designed for mid-scale commercial recording and production facilities, the aws is available with 16 inputs (aws 916),
24 inputs (aws 924) or 48 inputs (aws 948) within a compact 24 fader frame. the aws 916 has 16 mic pre&＃39;s, the
aws 924 and 948 have 24 mic pre&＃39;s. the aws 916 & 924 have mono channel strips and the 948 has stereo/dual
mono channel strips that offer a second line level input per channel to provide 48 summing channels. all models
deliver pristine superanalogue? summing, 24 ultra-clean ssl superanalogue mic pre&＃39;s, classic ssl dual curve eq on
every channel, two assignable ssl dynamics channels, legendary stereo buss compressor, totalrecall? and full 5.1
monitoring. in addition to on board classic ssl automation, all models feature the new d-ctrl system. you can read
more about delta-control here. the aws also features ethernet connectivity for streamlined hardware control over your
entire digital audio workstation environment. aws delivers elegant, ergonomic physical control with dedicated heavy
duty daw transport, v-pot multifunction encoders with position indicating led&＃39;s, digital scribble strips, daw
fader mode, global and channel routing control and built-in tft display for advanced plug-in editing. project session
management is kept simple through ssl&＃39;s proprietary logictivity interface. the aws is an ssl superanalogue?
console, featuring the audio performance specifications that have established the benchmarks by which other
manufacturers are measured. exceptionally low thd, noise floor & crosstalk levels keep your audio absolutely pristine,



while our legendary headroom carries every nuance of your audio and allows engineers to mix &＃39;hotter&＃39;
without distortion.  

features 

combination of superanalogue? console and advanced daw controller

ssl superanalogue? mix bus provides pristine audio foundations

ssl superanalogue mic pre&＃39;s provide transparent record path

innovative dual path channel with three versatile operating modes (948 only)

48 inputs on aws 948;

in-line tracking = 1 mic + 1 line inputs per channel

in-line mix = 2 x mono line inputs per channel

stereo mix = 1 x stereo line input per channel

new! delta-control advanced integration of console and daw automation.

awsomation ssl motorized fader mix automation based on the heritage of g and k series ultimation

versatile 4 band channel eq, assignable dynamics and ssl master bus compressor

4-band eq design with independent e/g curve switching of hf/lf (stereo on 948 only)

5.1 surround monitoring and monitor calibration including bass management

midi over ethernet multi layer daw workstation control

digital scribble strips for console and daw data

elegant project setup via ssl logictivity remote browser and sd card storage

ssl&＃39;s unique trademarked total recall? system with &＃39;tr autoscan&＃39;

responsible &＃39;green&＃39; manufacturing and reduced power consumption

compact 24 fader frame ideal for small control rooms

 

ssl delta-control (d-ctrl) 

the delta-control is a unique new ssl console automation system unites the very best of automation in the analogue
console domain with daw based workflow. d-ctrl is a native aax/rtas/vst/vst3 plug-in that allows automation of aws as if
it were a daw plug-in. the automation system in the daw is used to record and playback control data from the faders
and switches on the console as an alternative to using the ssl legacy automation system in the console. the d-ctrl plug-



in is inserted into a daw mixer audio channel. the plug-in then receives and sends control data from an assigned aws
channel, vca or master fader via a high speed ethernet network connection. audio on the daw track passes through the
plug-in slot unprocessed so the plug-in can be combined with other daw plug-ins. the console fader, mutes and
relevant switches are represented as plug-in parameters in a d-ctrl plug-in gui and their automation data is recorded to
the automation lane of the seleced daw channel. in playback the plug-in converts the stored automation data from the
daw into d-ctrl messages and routes these back to the console via the ssl logictivity network connection. automation
data can be viewed and edited as normal plug-in data in the daw tracks. the console fader absolute and trim values are
saved using the same db law as your seleced daw automation so that the ‘paste special’ command can be used to
copy existing daw fader data into the plug-in. d-ctrl retains all the key operational elements of ssl’s signature mix
system with much loved features such as join, revise, motors off and snap override all actions from dedicated front
panel switches. the motors off mode offers the full non-moving fader ssl vca mix experience as preferred by key
industry re-mixers. a new motors off, touch write mode emulates the ssl g series mix system immediate pickup (ip)
option. d-ctrl also works with sslduality delta consoles. the d-ctrl plug-in uses ilok2 encryption. an ilok2 is not
supplied with the console or upgrades. five plug-in licenses are included with a console or upgrade purchase and
additional licenses can be purchased form the ssl online store.  
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